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Mortgage Rates Digging Deeper Into Multi-Year
Lows

National Average Mortgage Rates
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In the world of interest rates, it's good to be a mortgage today. The dominant species on
that world is US Treasuries: the quintessential dollar-based loans (after all, they are loans
to the US government). Loaning dollars to the entity responsible for the dollar is about as
foundational as it gets, but I digress.
Treasuries and mortgage rates tend to move in the same direction and by generally
similar amounts. That's because mortgage rates are based on underlying bonds
(mortgage-backed securities or "MBS") that are fairly similar to Treasuries in most of the
ways investors care about. The prices of MBS dictate where lenders can and should set
their interest rates, but ultimately, it's up to the lender. If they're flush with business and
want to slow things down, they might set rates a bit higher. The same thing can happen
heading into a weekend during times of elevated volatility.

 See Rates from Lenders in Your Area
Such was the case on Friday. Lenders had a nice improvement in MBS to work with. It
allowed them to lower rates a bit more than they actually did. Now, as the new week
begins, Treasury yields and MBS alike are indicating slightly higher rates than Friday, but
because lenders played it so safe, they were instead able to offer slightly LOWER rates
today. Simply put, mortgage rates are even deeper into multi-year lows now, even though
the bond market is pointing to slightly higher rates versus last Friday.
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30 Yr. Fixed
15 Yr. Fixed
30 Yr. Jumbo
5/1 ARM
30 Yr. FHA
30 Yr. VA

Rate

Change

Points

6.14%
5.40%
5.72%
6.05%
5.82%
5.85%

-0.06
-0.30
+0.02
-0.16
-0.18
-0.20

-------

6.48%
5.73%

+0.06
+0.05

0.00
0.00

6.34%
5.81%
6.35%

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.59
0.53
0.99

Freddie Mac

30 Yr. Fixed
15 Yr. Fixed
Mortgage Bankers Assoc.

Loan Originator Perspective
Bond yields hit a bit of a wall Monday, moving upward from Friday's multi-year lows, amid
upbeat economic data and potential progress on a Wuhan virus treatment. We may not
be at the very lowest yields here, but it'd take monumentally horrible news to move rates
much lower. I am locking loans closing within 45 days for all but the most risk craving
clients. - Ted Rood, Senior Originator
Today's Most Prevalent Rates For Top Tier Scenarios
30YR FIXED - 3.375-3.5%
FHA/VA - 3.125 - 3.25%
15 YEAR FIXED - 3.125-3.25%
5 YEAR ARMS - 3.25-3.75% depending on the lender
Ongoing Lock/Float Considerations

30 Yr. Fixed
15 Yr. Fixed
30 Yr. FHA
Rates as of: 1/9

MBS and Treasury Market Data
MBS UMBS 5.0
2 YR Treasury
5 YR Treasury
7 YR Treasury
10 YR Treasury
30 YR Treasury

Price / Yield

Change

100.03
4.2080
3.6670
3.6000
3.5270
3.6510

+0.05
-0.0498
-0.0379
-0.0371
-0.0329
-0.0331

Pricing as of: 1/9 5:14PM EST

2019 was the best year for mortgage rates since 2011. Big, long-lasting improvements such as this one are increasingly
susceptible to bounces/corrections
Fed policy and the US/China trade war have been key players (and more recently, the coronavirus outbreak). Major updates on
either front could cause a volatile reaction in rates.
The Fed and the bond market (which dictates rates) will be watching economic data closely, both at home and abroad, as well as
updates on other factors like trade and viral epidemics. The stronger the data the more rates could rise, while weaker data will lead
to new long-term lows.
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Rates discussed refer to the most frequently-quoted, conforming, conventional 30yr fixed rate for top tier borrowers among average
to well-priced lenders. The rates generally assume little-to-no origination or discount except as noted when applicable. Rates
appearing on this page are "effective rates" that take day-to-day changes in upfront costs into consideration.
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